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EXAM INSTRUCTIONS

Due to the risks of technical difficulties of a remote test format, you will have 4

hours to complete this three- hour exam. There are two essay questions to be answered in

Questions 1 and 2; Question 3 consists of two short answer questions and 15 Multistate

Bar Exam-type (MBE) questions. Each question will count for 1/3 of your exam grade.

Unless expressly stated, assume that there are no Federal or State statutes on the

subjects addressed.

Your answer should demonstrate your ability to analyze the facts in the question,

to tell the difference between material facts and immaterial facts, and to discern the points

of law and fact upon which the case turns. Your answer should show that you know and

understand the pertinent principles and theories of law, their qualifications and

limitations, and their relationships to each other.

Your answer should evidence your ability to apply the law to the given facts and to

reason in a logical, lawyer-like manner from the premises you adopt to a sound

conclusion. Do not merely show that you remember legal principles. Instead, try to

demonstrate your proficiency in using and applying them.

If your answer contains only a statement of your conclusions, you will receive

little credit. State fully the reasons that support your conclusions, and discuss all points

thoroughly.

Your answer should be complete, but you should not volunteer information or

discuss legal doctrines that are not pertinent to the solution of the problem.
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Question No. 1

Adrian was employed as a basketball coach by Our Little Flowers School, a
kindergarten through 8th grade school operated by the Open Flower Society. The stated
mission of the Society and its School is “To teach and live by the highest moral and
ethical standards but with no belief in God or a Supreme Being.” Adrian was instructed
by the Principal to gather student team members together before each game and offer a
prayer “to play fair with the strength to win and the grace to lose.” Adrian did this before
every game. She was not designated a minister and she had no other instructional or other
duties related to the School’s mission. Under Adrian’s coaching the school’s team won
championships in their league for 5 years and Adrian became very well-loved by students
and parents. Adrian took a brief medical leave of absence in 2020.  When the principal
heard that Adrian had used the leave for gender reassignment surgery Adrian was not
allowed to return to the School as a transgender man and his employment was terminated.

Many parents and students were outraged by Adrian’s abrupt termination and
viewed it as a violation of the School’s moral standard of fairness and nondiscrimination.
Two parents, Juan and Christina, organized parents to begin daily picketing on the public
sidewalk directly in front of the School to demand Adrian’s return. They carried signs
and banners calling the Principal a “sexist” and a “hypocrite.” Local television news
broadcasts covered the story extensively. Assume the parties below all have standing:

1. Adrian filed suit against Our Little Flowers School alleging unlawful sex
discrimination against him in violation of the state’s laws prohibiting
employment discrimination based on sex and gender. The School filed a
motion to dismiss the suit on grounds that the school is operated by a church
and enforcing the state’s nondiscrimination laws against it violates their
Constitutional right to the free exercise of their religion. Analyze the
Constitutional issues the parties will raise and state how the Court will rule.

2. In a separate action, Our Little Flowers School filed a lawsuit seeking an
injunction against Juan, Christina and any persons picketing with them at the
School based on a state law that prohibited speech, leafletting, or picketing
within 25 feet of a Church or Church related school. Juan and Christina filed an
Answer alleging that the statute violated their rights to free speech and
expression, and their rights to parent their children as they chose. Analyze the
Constitutional issues the parties will raise and state how the Court will rule.
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Question No. 2

The Neptune County Board of Education (Board) seeks your legal advice as Board’s legal
counsel regarding two current problems:

1. The public school in the County District has scheduled graduation ceremonies for a
Saturday morning, as has been the custom for all schools in the District.  This year’s
valedictorian, Val, holds religious beliefs that prevent her from attending the graduation
ceremony because Saturday is the sabbath day observed by her religion.  Val has demanded that
Board reschedule the graduation so she can attend and deliver the traditional valedictory address.

2. Board has routinely rented the school auditorium to various community groups on
select weeknights and weekends for a modest rental fee.  Board recently received an application
for use of the auditorium from Not In My Backyard (“NIMBY”) an organization which promotes
and advocates racial and religious discrimination. NIMBY planned to use the auditorium for a
major recruiting meeting on May 15th.  Several local residents and groups wrote to Board
expressing great concern and outrage over what they characterized as the “extremist and
anti-Christian views of NIMBY” and they demanded that Board swiftly reject NIMBY’s
application “out of hand, without even the slightest appearance of giving it any serious
consideration.”  The local police chief also opposes NIMBY’s application on the basis of reports
that some fervently anti-NIMBY groups plan to remove members of NIMBY from the school
grounds by physical force if the meeting takes place.

Both Val and NIMBY have delivered letters to Board invoking rights under the U.S.
Constitution in support of their respective demand and application.  What issues arising under
the U.S. Constitution are presented by:

1. The demand of Val?  Discuss.
2. The demand of NIMBY?  Discuss.
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Question No. 3

Please write a short answer to questions A and B. Each question is worth 25 points.

A. The State of Columbia enacted a state law legalizing marijuana in the state but
marijuana remains an illegal drug under federal law. The state statute also prohibits
advertising marijuana sales on billboards anywhere in the state. Marty owns a marijuana
dispensary and want to advertise on a billboard beside a nearby highway. Analyze the
constitutional issues Marty can raise in an action to enjoin the billboard ban. State how
the court is likely to rule on them and why?

B.   A city enacted an ordinance declaring the City “A Sanctuary City for the Unborn.”
The ordinance bans abortion in the City and also authorizes a lawsuit against anyone who
helps a woman secure an abortion.  What constitutional issues can be raised by a city
resident who was sued for driving a woman to a clinic and giving her information about
access to abortion services. How is the court likely to rule and why?

C. Please answer the 15 Multistate Bar Exam (MBE) questions embedded in Examplify.

Read each question carefully and choose the best answer even though more than one

answer may be “correct”.  Review your answers for accuracy before you finish.
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Question 1: 
 Issues raised:  Interrogatory #1 (Adrian) religious exemptions based on free exercise claims by 
what is arguably a "church" school, calling for analysis of the "Ministerial exemption "under Our 
Lady of Guadalupe School v. Morrissey-Berru (Supp. p. 105) and Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical 
Lutheran v, EEOC (p.1700), question is whether or not the ministerial exemption applies to a 
school coach without many religious duties,   plus analysis of what is or is not a religious 
organization under Seeger, Welsh etc. (note: per cases a belief is God is  not required; 
belief  must be sincerely held and occupy the place of an orthodox belief in God) , and whether 
state's nondiscrimination laws are neutral laws generally applicable under Empl. Division v. 
Smith (p.1681) rational basis analysis or if not, strict scrutiny applies per Sherbert v. Verner ( p. 
1677); 
 Issues raised: Interrogatory #2 (Juan and Christina) free speech in a public forum limited by a 
25 foot "bubble ordinance" around the church school,  Requiring analysis under Hill v. Colorado 
(p.1540,bubble 8 feet from a person) and McCullen v. Coakley (1545, bubble 35 feet),  and 
fundamental rights of parents to direct children's education (Meyer v. Nebraska p. 942, 
Wisconsin v. Yoder). As extra credit, Students could address lack of procedural due process for 
injunction against unnamed parties. Students were asked to assume standing for all parties 
(covered in first semester). 
 
Question 2: 
                         Issue Outline / Comments 
 
Rog #1 
 
         This interrogatory is inviting a discussion on Freedom of Religion and it breaks-out into 
two separate discussions; Free Exercise and Establishment Clause.  There is some value in 
addressing Free Speech, but the fixed Saturday custom would likely be viewed as a Time, 
Place and Manner restriction (if any). 
 
         State Action is met, as this is a "County Board." 
 
The Free Exercise discussion would call for students to engage in a balancing test commonly 
used for religious conduct.  There is no evidence that Board is preventing Val from believing in 
her religion.  Since one of the tenants of Val's belief system is to observe Saturday as a holy 
day of obligation, Board must show that it has a compelling governmental interest that 
outweighs Val's interest in carrying-out her religious beliefs, and that the state's interest cannot 
be achieved through a less restrictive means.  Here, the balance would tilt in favor of Val, as the 
graduation ceremony date/day could seemingly be moved, whereas Saturday as the sabbath 
cannot (See Wisconsin v. Yoder as case on point ). 
 
The Establishment Clause and Free Exercise Clause are always in inherent conflict or 
tension.  Board may assert that if it were to change the date of the graduation, it may be 
deemed as aiding Val's religious beliefs.  However, this proposed date change would not rise to 
the level of excessive entanglement. 
 
 

 



Rog #2 
 
NBP's application and the surrounding facts raise the following issues connected to First Am. 
Freedom of Speech/Expression: Public Forum analysis, Prior Restraint analysis, Unprotected 
Speech analysis ("Clear and Present Danger" and "Hostile Audience"), Freedom of Association 
(Group Membership) and Equal Protection (Group Bias?) 
 
 
Question 3: (two short answer questions plus 15 MBE's) 
 
  1.  Issue raised:  commercial speech regulation of an arguably illegal product; analyze and 
apply Central Hudson test if found not illegal or strict scrutiny of content based regulation if 
found illegal. 
  2.  Issue raised: Undue burden on the fundamental right to reproductive autonomy to have an 
abortion. Is a "Sanctuary City for the unborn" abortion ban and restrictions ( a real proposed 
ordinance in Lubbock, Texas) unconstitutional on its face by creatin an undue burden on all 
women seeking an abortion, and does prohibition on assisting a woman to obtain an abortion 
violate free speech or other rights of a resident? Extra credit: does party assisting have standing 
to raise abortion issues on behalf of another or all women? (3rd party standing?) 

 






































